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Abstract. It is often difficult to perform efficiently a collection of jobs with complex

job dependencies due to temporal unpredictability of the grid. One way to miti-

gate the unpredictability is to schedule job execution in a manner that constantly

maximizes the number of jobs that can be sent to workers. A recently developed

scheduling theory provides a basis to meet that optimization goal. Intuitively, when

the number of such jobs is always large, high parallelism can be maintained, even if

the number of workers changes over time in an unpredictable manner. In this paper

we present the design, implementation, and evaluation of a practical scheduling tool

inspired by the theory. Given a DAGMan input file with interdependent jobs, the

tool prioritizes the jobs. The resulting schedule significantly outperforms currently

used schedules under a wide range of system parameters, as shown by simulation

studies. For example, a scientific data analysis application, AIRSN, was executed at
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least 13% faster with 95% confidence. An implementation of the tool was integrated

with the Condor high-throughput computing system.

Keywords: scheduling, dags, unpredictability, systems, grid, Condor, applications

of theory

1. Introduction

Advances in technology have made collections of Internet-connected

computers a viable computational platform [10]. Thus, we see many

efforts aimed at using multiple distributed computers to solve a single

computational problem. Perhaps the major impediment to scheduling

complex computations efficiently in this new environment is temporal

unpredictability:

− Communication takes place over the Internet, and thus may expe-

rience unpredictable delays.

− Remote computing workers may not be dedicated to performing

the work they receive remotely, and thus may execute that work

at an unpredictable rate.
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Prioritizing DAGMan Jobs 3

This uncertainty in timing virtually precludes accurate identification

of critical paths in complex computations, and hence demands a new

scheduling paradigm that acknowledges the strengths and weaknesses

of the Internet as a computational medium.

A series of recent papers [17, 18, 16] have identified a new goal

when scheduling computations that consist of multiple jobs with inter-

job dependencies. The goal is to schedule the jobs of a complex com-

putation in a manner that always maximizes the number of jobs that

are eligible for assignment to remote workers. In particular algorithms

have been developed [16] that can optimally schedule a large family of

complex computations. One hopes that this goal has the dual advantage

of:

− maximally exploiting available remote workers, by minimizing the

likelihood that there is no job for a remote worker; and

− minimizing the likelihood of the “gridlock” that can occur when

no new jobs can be assigned pending the completion of already

assigned jobs.

The scheduling theory aims to develop a theoretical basis for schedul-

ing complex Internet-based computations, rather than a practical schedul-

ing tool. Indeed, the theory’s demands are so great that some computa-

tions provably preclude optimal scheduling! The first goal of the current

paper is to develop a practical scheduling tool that is inspired by the

theory but that transcends the theory’s limitations—most essentially

by being able to handle all computations.
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The theory proceeded with an intuitive hope that keeping the

number of eligible jobs high increases the utilization of workers and

reduces the chances of “gridlock.” The second goal of the current paper

is to determine to what extent this hope can be realized in practical

grid scenarios.

We structure this article as follows. First, we outline the schedul-

ing theory [16] in Section 2, emphasizing the scheduling algorithm. In

Section 3.1, we extend that scheduling algorithm to obtain a heuris-

tic that agrees with the theory’s algorithm when it works, but that

provides a schedule for every computation. In Section 3.2, we describe

an implementation of our heuristic as a scheduling tool called prio,

which we have integrated into the Condor high-throughput computing

system [21]. In essence, prio prioritizes the interdependent jobs of a

given computation encouraging Condor to assign the jobs to workers

according to the priorities. Finally, in Section 4, we use simulation

studies to evaluate the performance gains achievable from the use of

the prio tool. We find that for a broad range of situations that one

might expect to encounter in Internet-based computing environments,

prio achieves significant performance improvements.
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2. Theoretical foundations

2.1. An Overview

Within the theory [16], a computation is composed of jobs with depen-

dencies, modeled as a directed acyclic graph (dag, for short) G. Each

node of G represents a component job of the computation. Each arc

(u → v) of G represents an inter-job dependency: the execution of job

v cannot begin until the execution of job u has completed. We call u

a parent of v and v a child of u. When all parents of an unexecuted

job v have been executed, then v becomes eligible. The (eligible) jobs

of a computation G are assigned one at a time by a centralized server.

Each job is assigned to a worker who executes the job and returns its

results. Upon the return, the job stops being eligible. Time is measured

in an event-driven fashion, in which we call the processing of a single

job—its assignment, execution, and result-returning—a step.

Our goal is to determine a schedule Σ for a given G—i.e., an order

for assigning jobs to workers—that maximizes the number of eligible

jobs at every step of the computation. Thus, in a snapshot of the com-

putation wherein t steps have been taken we want the number EΣ(t)

of eligible jobs to be maximized, where the maximum is taken over

all sets of t executed jobs that honor the job-precedence constraints

represented by G’s arcs. Such a schedule is called Internet-Computing

optimal (IC optimal, for short). It is shown [17, 18] that a large class of

uniformly structured dags admit IC-optimal schedules. The scheduling

algorithm [16] significantly expands this class to a much broader class
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of dags, which are “assembled” in a uniform way, but whose structures

may be far from uniform. However, there do exist even some simple

dags whose structures preclude any IC-optimal schedule.

The framework of the preceding three sources idealizes the schedul-

ing problem in a fundamental way. There is the viewpoint that in any

snapshot of a computation, at most one remote worker must be served.

This idealization allows one to study the scheduling problem formally,

with proofs rather than simulations. But the ultimate value of the the-

ory requires that it lead to a practical scheduling regimen that reduces

execution times in realistic scenarios. Among other requirements, these

scenarios must allow unpredictable numbers of workers to arrive and

request jobs at unpredictable times, and it must allow for unpredictable

job-execution times.

2.2. The Algorithm

We formulate our scheduling algorithm by adapting the idealized schedul-

ing algorithm [16]. We now outline the structure of the idealized algo-

rithm, which schedules a given dag G in three phases—divide, recurse,

and compose—that match the illustration of Fig. 1. In this article the

arcs of the dags depicted are oriented upward. We assume reader’s

familiarity with the embedded standard algorithmic notions [8].

The Divide Phase

Step 1. We remove from G every shortcut arc, i.e., every arc

(u → v) such that v can be reached from u without using the arc.

Shortcuts do not affect job eligibility status, but they hamper the

jogc_03.tex; 23/08/2006; 8:37; p.6
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Figure 1. Illustrating the six steps of the algorithm.

process of decomposing a dag into its “building blocks.” Let G ′ be

the dag obtained by removing all shortcuts from G.

Step 2. We decompose G ′ into simpler dags, using a decomposition

strategy that reflects our hope that G ′ can be composed from maximal

connected bipartite dags (building blocks, for short).
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A dag H is bipartite if its node-set can be partitioned into nonempty

sets U and V , in such a way that each arc leads from a node in U to a

node in V . H is connected if, when arc orientations are ignored, there

is a path connecting every pair of nodes in the resulting undirected

graph. H is a maximal connected bipartite dag if adding any node

of G ′ to H creates a dag that is not bipartite and connected.

We iterate the following process to decompose G′. (1) We identify

a building-block subdag B of G ′ all whose sources are also sources of

G′. (2) We detach B by removing from G ′ all sources of B and all sinks

of B that are also sinks in G ′. Now, the decomposition process may

“fail,” because at some point when G ′ is not yet empty, the surviving

remnant of G ′ may not have a bipartite subdag all whose sources are

sources of G ′. If the process succeeds, though, then the decomposition

yields a superdag of G′ whose nodes are the building blocks {Bi} that

have iteratively been detached from G′, and whose arcs show how the

dags need to be composed to yield G ′.

The Recurse Phase

Step 3. We attempt to find an IC-optimal schedule Σi for each

building block Bi. This can often be done because the Bi often have

quite simple structure, certainly much simpler than G ′’s. There ex-

ist [16, 7] explicit IC-optimal schedules for large families of bipartite

dags; Fig. 2 illustrates a representative sample. We simplify the quest

for IC-optimal schedules by noting [16] that such schedules can always

execute all non-sinks of a dag before any sink. As stated earlier, our

quest for IC-optimal schedules may fail for some building blocks.
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The Combine Phase

Step 4. We investigate possible “priorities” among the building

blocks. Informally, we say that building block Bi “has priority over”

building block Bj if the schedule that executes all sources of Bi before

any of Bj renders sinks eligible at least as fast as does any schedule

for executing both building blocks. We formalize this notion via the

following formal relation. We say that Bi � Bj whenever:

− Bi admits an IC-optimal schedule Σi, and Bj admits an IC-optimal

schedule Σj;

− the total number of eligible jobs in both dags is always kept max-

imum if we first execute all sources of Bi according to schedule

Σi, then execute all sources of Bj according to schedule Σj , then

execute all sinks of Bi and Bj in any arbitrary order.

Phrased mathematically, if Bi has si sources, and Bj has sj sources,

then:

(∀x ∈ [0, si]) (∀y ∈ [0, sj ]) :

EΣi(x) + EΣj (y) ≤
EΣi(min{si, x + y}) + EΣj ((x + y) − min{si, x + y}),

(1)

We hope that, for all distinct indices i and j, either Bi �Bj or Bj �Bi.

If the desired priorities do hold, and if the priorities do not conflict

with the inter-building-block dependencies induced by the topological

placement of the Bi’s in the composite dag G′, then by ordering the

execution of the Bi’s from one with the highest priority to one with the

lowest priority (because � is transitive [16]; � is not reflexive neither
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antisymmetric) we obtain an IC-optimal schedule for G ′—and, thereby,

for G.

Step 5. Motivated by the preceding sentence, we check if the

superdag respects the inter-building-block priorities. Specifically, we

check if, within the superdag, for every node Bi, and every child Bj

of Bi, we have Bi � Bj . If this holds, then there is hope that the

dependencies created by composition do not prevent us from executing

a job when we would like.

Step 6. By the time we reach this step, we know that G admits

an IC-optimal schedule. We can produce one such schedule as follows.

We take any topological sort of the superdag, and sort its components

stably1 with respect to the priority relation �. We thereby obtain

a sequence Bπ(1),Bπ(2), . . . ,Bπ(n), of G′’s component building blocks,

where π is a permutation on {1, . . . , n}. One then obtains an IC-optimal

schedule for G by first executing all jobs that are the sources of Bπ(1),

then all jobs that are the sources of Bπ(2), and so on, according to the

respective IC-optimal schedules for the Bi, and finally executing all sink

jobs of G.

Henceforth, we call the scheduling algorithm of this section the

theoretical algorithm.

1 That is, if Bi � Bj and Bj � Bi, then the sort maintains the original relative

order of Bi and Bj .
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(1,2)−W: (2,2)−W: (1,5)−M:

(2,5)−M: 3−Clique:

4−Cycle:

4−N:

Figure 2. Sample bipartite dags with IC-optimal schedules that execute sources from

left to right, then all sinks in arbitrary order.

3. A Heuristic Scheduling Algorithm and Tool

The key idea that emerges from the theoretical study [16] is that

one can sometimes derive an IC-optimal schedule for a complex dag

by decomposing it into simple components, scheduling each compo-

nent independently, and then combining the resulting schedules. The

theoretical algorithm, however, has two key shortcomings:

− The algorithm fails to find a schedule for G that does not have any

IC-optimal schedule.

− Even for some dags that admit IC-optimal schedules, the theoret-

ical scheduling algorithm may fail.2

We address these shortcomings by developing a heuristic scheduling

algorithm that produces a valid schedule for every dag. The heuristic is

“graceful,” in that it produces an IC-optimal schedule for every dag for

which the theoretical algorithm works. And, by gracefully extending
2 Ongoing work [7, 6] is broadening the range of dags that the algorithm can

schedule successfully.
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the approach of the theoretical algorithm, the heuristic takes steps to

enhance the production rate of eligible jobs for every dag. We then

describe how we have implemented this heuristic and integrated it

with the Condor system [21]. Next we list possible applications of the

implementation—four scientific dags—and discuss the improvements in

the rate of producing eligible jobs achieved by the implementation. We

close the section by giving our algorithm engineering approaches, and

sample running times of the implementation on the scientific dags.

3.1. The Scheduling Heuristic

We describe how the steps of the theoretical algorithm were modified

to yield a heuristic algorithm that produces a schedule for any dag.

The Divide Phase

Step 1. This step is identical to that of the theoretical algorithm.

We remove all shortcuts using an existing algorithm [13, 1].

Step 2. We generalize the decomposition process so that it never

fails, i.e., so that it decomposes every dag. We accomplish this by

admitting connected components that are not necessarily bipartite, at

each step when no bipartite component exists.

For any source s of (the current remnant of) G′, we let C(s) be the

smallest subgraph of G ′ with the following properties.

1. It contains job s.

2. If C(s) contains a source of G′, then it contains every child of that

source.
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3. If C(s) contains a job, then it contains every parent of the job.

C(s) can be constructed using a BFS-like algorithm. We start with the

sets S = {s} and T = ∅, and we iterate the following process until

neither S nor T changes.

1. Add to T the children of every job in S.

2. Add to T the parents of every job in T .

3. Add to S every source of G ′ that is in T .

We decompose G ′ into dags C1, . . . , Cn by iterating the following

process until G ′ becomes empty. Let s1, . . . , sk be the sources of the

current remnant of G′.

1. Select a subgraph C(si) of G′ that is minimal with respect to con-

tainment; i.e., choose i so that there is no j such that C(sj) is a

strict subgraph of C(si). One can show that any two minimal such

subgraphs are either equal or disjoint.

2. Detach the selected C(si) from G′ by removing all nonsinks of C(si)

and all sinks of C(si) that are sinks of G ′.

This process produces a sequence of components C1, . . . , Cn and a su-

perdag describing how to compose the components to yield G ′.

This generalized decomposition process is equivalent to the original

decomposition whenever G′ is composed of bipartite dags. Moreover,

one can show that when each component has an IC-optimal schedule,

and the components can be linearly prioritized, C1 � · · · � Cn, then G

jogc_03.tex; 23/08/2006; 8:37; p.13
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admits an IC-optimal schedule. This motivates the subsequent steps of

the heuristic.

The Recurse Phase

Step 3. We extend step 3 of the theoretical algorithm. We check

if each component Ci is (isomorphic to) a bipartite dag with a known

IC-optimal schedule. If so, we use an explicit IC-optimal schedule. If

not, then we produce a schedule using a heuristic that executes jobs in

the order of job-outdegree (and that thus executes sinks last), breaking

ties arbitrarily. As a result, we produce a schedule for every component,

and whenever a component is known to have an IC-optimal schedule,

the produced schedule is IC optimal. Let each component Ci thereby

be assigned the schedule Σi.

The Combine Phase

Steps 4 and 5. The verification of �-priorities of the theoretical

algorithm is not relevant in the context of our heuristic, since we wish

to provide a schedule for every dag, not just those that are assembled in

a convenient way. However, we do not want to abandon the role of the

�-priority relation as a scheduling guide, so we generalize the relation

and use it in a more general way.

Let us be given dags Ci and Cj, with associated schedules Σi and

Σj, respectively. Say that these schedules execute sinks only after hav-

ing executed all non-sinks. We say that Ci has �r-priority over Cj ,

denoted Ci �r Cj , where 0 ≤ r ≤ 1, when the following holds at every

step t of the computation of dags Ci and Cj. The number of eligible jobs

produced by the schedule that executes all non-sinks of Ci according to

jogc_03.tex; 23/08/2006; 8:37; p.14
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schedule Σi, then executes all non-sinks of Cj according to schedule Σj,

then executes all sinks in arbitrary order, is at least the fraction r of

the largest number of eligible jobs that could be produced at step t by

any schedule that executes both Ci and Cj. Phrased mathematically, if

Ci and Cj have si and sj non-sinks, respectively, then:

(∀x ∈ [0, si]) (∀y ∈ [0, sj ]) :

r ·
(
EΣi(x) + EΣj (y)

)
≤

EΣi(min{si, x + y}) + EΣj ((x + y) − min{si, x + y}),

Compare this system of inequalities with (1): when Ci and Cj are bipar-

tite dags, and Σi and Σj are IC-optimal schedules, the �1-priority rela-

tion is exactly the �-priority relation. For brevity, we omit mentioning

schedules Σi and Σj when they are clear from context.

The priority of Ci over Cj is the largest r such that Ci �r Cj. Note

that this quantity always lies between 0 and 1 inclusive.

Step 6. We produce a “best-efforts” schedule for G by greedily

selecting a source of the superdag that maximizes priority. Specifically,

let S be the superdag resulting from the decomposition of G′. We repeat

the following process until S is empty. Let C′
1, . . . , C ′

k be the sources of

S. Each C′
i has a certain priority over any other source C′

j . Let pi be the

smallest such priority: pi = min
1≤j≤k, j �=i

( priority of C ′
i over C ′

j). This says,

intuitively, that, were we to execute supernode C ′
i now, we could “lose”

at most the factor 1/pi of the maximum possible number of eligible jobs,

over any decision. We select the next supernode to execute “greedily,”

by choosing a supernode C ′
i that maximizes pi. We schedule the non-

sinks of C′
i according the schedule for C′

i constructed in step 3, and
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we remove C′
i from S. Once having executed all non-sinks of G in this

manner, we execute all of its sinks, in arbitrary order.

It can be shown that, when steps 4 and 5 of the theoretical algo-

rithm succeed, the just-described greedy execution regimen achieves the

same effect as does the stable sorting of a topological sort of superdag

S mandated by step 6 of the theoretical algorithm.

3.2. The prio Tool and Condor

We implemented the scheduling heuristic of Section 3.1 and integrated

it with the DAGMan (DAG Manager) component of the Condor high

throughput computing system to produce a tool, called prio, that

schedules any dag according to our heuristic.

Condor offers a condor submit dag command line tool for ex-

ecuting a dag. The tool takes a DAGMan input file as a parameter

that specifies jobs and their dependencies. Each job has a name and

an associated job-submit description file (JSDF, for short) determining

the file that must be executed. Fig. 3 depicts an example DAGMan

input file and a JSDF.

There is a mechanism to prioritize jobs in Condor. The con-

dor submit dag tool has an internal queue of eligible jobs, called the

DAGMan queue. Under certain conditions, jobs within this queue are

forwarded to the Condor queue. The latter queue stores jobs of different

users. Any user can specify the order in which her queue-resident jobs

are assigned to workers, by specifying the priority attribute of the job

specified via its JSDF. When priorities are not specified, then jobs are
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assigned in “FIFO order”—the order determined by the sequence in

which the jobs become eligible.

The prio tool utilizes this mechanism. The tool:

1. takes a DAGMan input file,

2. parses the file to extract the dag of job dependencies,

3. applies the scheduling heuristic to the dag, thereby producing a

schedule, called PRIO, and

4. instruments the DAGMan input file and JSDFs to assign a priority

to each job.

Within the DAGMan input file, the jobpriority macro is defined

for each job using the Vars keyword. The value of the macro reflects

job’s order in the PRIO schedule. Within each job’s JSDF, the value

of the jobpriority macro is assigned to the priority attribute.

Fig. 3 presents an example of invoking the prio tool on a DAGMan

input file. The file specifies a dag composed of five jobs: a, b, c, d, and

e, with dependencies a → b, c → d, and c → e. The PRIO schedule is

c,a,b,d,e. This schedule is IC optimal. The file is instrumented with five

lines defining the jobpriority macro for each job; e.g., the value of

the macro for job c is 5, which means that the job will have the highest

priority. Each JSDF is instrumented with a single line that assigns the

value of the macro to the priority attribute. Only one JSDF is depicted

for simplicity. Jobs a and c are initially eligible. If they are forwarded

to the Condor queue in a “FIFO” order, then job a is forwarded there
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before job c. However, the priority of job c is higher, and so Condor

will then assign that job to a worker before it assigns job a.

Figure 3. An invocation of prio on a file IV.dag results in changes (bold) to the

file, and also changes to the submit description files.

We could have hard coded the value of priority in each JSDF,

without resorting to the indirection provided by the macro, but this

could lead to inconveniences, since a single JSDF may be associated

with jobs of more than one DAGMan input file, and these jobs may

require different priorities.

The current integration has a shortcoming. In order to enforce the

order of job assignment to workers, all eligible jobs must be forwarded

to the Condor queue, without keeping them in the DAGMan queue.

If some jobs with high priorities were to be kept inside the DAGMan

queue while low-priority jobs were already forwarded to the Condor

queue, then Condor could assign low-priority jobs to workers, unaware

that high-priority jobs are eligible. Hence, the -maxjobs parameter of

the condor submit dag command that throttles the forwarding from

the DAGMan queue to the Condor queue should not be used. However,

Condor builds a staging file for the jobs in the Condor queue. As a

result, an unacceptably large staging file may be created. That short-
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coming may be alleviated by modifying Condor to enable prioritizing

jobs in the DAGMan queue.

3.3. Applications

There are several computations to which prio could be applied. As

examples, we collected four dags each representing a scientific data

analysis computation comprised of many jobs:

1. AIRSN [12] of width 250 implements a functional Magnetic Res-

onance Imaging (fMRI) computation. The dag has 773 jobs.

2. Inspiral [9] implements a search for gravitational waves. The dag

has 2,988 jobs.

3. Montage [3] implements an assembling of a collection of images

to produce a single image of a part of the sky. The dag has 7,881

jobs.

4. SDSS [2] implements a search for clusters of galaxies. The dag has

48,013 jobs.

Each dag has complex job dependencies. For example, the AIRSN

has a structure of a “double umbrella with fringes” (see Figure 5). There

are about twenty jobs (the “handle”) that proceed a fork of width 250

(the first “cover”), followed by a join, followed by another fork of width

250 (the second “cover”), followed by the final join; each parallel job of

the first fork also depends on a dedicated job (a “fringe”). The dag is

actually a member of a family of AIRSN dags parameterized by width.
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The other three dags also have complex structures: the Inspiral includes

a non-bipartite component with over 1000 jobs, the Montage includes

a bipartite component with over 1000 jobs each of whose source has

from a few to about ten children some of which are shared among the

sources, the SDSS includes a bipartite component with over 1,500 jobs

whose each source has three children some of which are shared among

the sources.

3.4. Differences in Eligibility

We exemplify the differences in the number of eligible jobs produced

by the PRIO and FIFO schedules. For a given dag, let ΣPRIO be

the schedule produced by the prio tool for the dag, and ΣFIFO be

a schedule resulting from executing eligible jobs in the order in which

they become eligible. Each schedule determines a sequence in which

the jobs of the dag can be executed. Recall that EΣ(t) is the number

of eligible jobs when exactly the first t jobs of the schedule Σ have

been executed. We then compute, at every step t, the difference in the

number of eligible jobs, EΣPRIO
(t)−EΣF IF O

(t) at that step. The plots of

the difference for the four dags are depicted in Fig. 4. Typically, at every

step, the number of eligible jobs produced by the PRIO schedule is at

least that produced by the FIFO schedule; the number is sometimes

significantly higher. This suggests that the prio tool has the potential

of generating schedules for “real” dags that keep the number of eligible

jobs high.
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AIRSN Inspiral

Montage SDSS

Figure 4. The differences in the numbers of eligible jobs between PRIO and FIFO

schedules as a function of the number of executed jobs, normalized (left) by the

number of jobs in the respective dag and absolute (right).

We can explain why the difference is so high for the AIRSN dag.

Fig. 5 shows the PRIO schedule for the dag. We note that the job with

priority 753 (in a black frame) has many children jobs (highlighted

with a dark shade). Each of these children jobs has another parent

(highlighted with a light shade). None of these (dark) children can

become eligible until the (black-framed) job with priority 753 gets
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executed. Hence the job is in a way a bottleneck of the computation.

Note that PRIO assigns high priority to that (black-framed) job and

its ancestors, higher than the priority of the other (light) parents of the

(dark) children. Hence when the other (light) parents get executed one

by one, their (dark) children become eligible one by one, too, since the

(black-framed) job with priority 753 is already executed by then. On

the contrary, FIFO starts by executing the (light) parents since they

are immediately eligible, before it executes the (black-framed) job with

priority 753. But then when these (light) parents get executed one by

one, their (dark) children do not become eligible pending the execution

of the (black-framed) job.

Figure 5. The AIRSN dag of width 250 with jobs prioritized by the prio tool; some

parts of the dag are omitted. See text for details.

3.5. Improvements due to Engineering

We significantly decreased the running time of our implementation

by engineering our scheduling heuristic. We note that the four sci-

entific dags are composed almost exclusively of bipartite dags. Since
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containment-minimality is automatic in bipartite dags, we could ac-

celerate our decomposition algorithm by having it first try to identify

a bipartite subgraph whose sources are the sources of G ′, invoking a

more general (and time-consuming) search for a containment-minimal

subgraph C(s) only if there is no bipartite subgraph. This pragmatic

change reduced the time to decompose the SDSS dag with 48,013 jobs

from over 2 days to a few minutes. The second bottleneck in our heuris-

tic was the processing of the superdag. There, we repeatedly select a

source of the remnant superdag that has the highest minimum priority.

We initially employed a naive quadratic-time algorithm, but we later

replaced that with a B-Tree-based priority queue [8], which reduced

the running time by a substantial factor. Our final implementation has

over 8,000 LOC, or 208KB, in C++ with 11 classes. The code has been

submitted for release to the Condor team.

3.6. Overhead

We report the running time and the memory consumption of the prio

tool invoked on the four scientific dags. We compiled the tool in Mi-

crosoft Visual C++ .NET environment in release configuration and ran

it on a Windows machine with 3.4GHz Pentium 4 processor and 4GB

RAM. The tool was used to instrument the DAGMan input files but

not the JSDFs, since the latter were not available to us. The running

time and the memory consumption were:

− AIRSN with 773 jobs took under 1 second using at most 2MB of

memory,
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− Inspiral with 2,988 jobs took 16 seconds using at most 21MB of

memory,

− Montage with 7,881 jobs took 8 seconds using at most 104MB of

memory,

− SDSS with 48,013 jobs took 845 seconds using at most 1.3GB of

memory.

4. Performance Gains from the prio Tool

We run a suite of simulations to obtain insights into the performance

gains one might hope to achieve from using the prio tool to prioritize

jobs of a given dag. As a first cut at such evaluation, we perform our

simulations under the assumption that all jobs have roughly the same

execution time. One might expect this assumption to be approachable

in Internet-based computing environments, if the server benchmarks

jobs, monitors workers’ past performance and present resources (cf. [4,

14, 20]), and then matches jobs to workers accordingly. However, the

assumption is certainly an idealization, since a given dag could contain

a very fast job and a very slow job, and then it may be difficult to match

the slow job to so fast a worker to yield the execution time similar to

that of the very fast job. We nonetheless believe that the results of our

simulations give insight into the potential benefits of our scheduling

algorithms within real Internet-based computing environments, such

as grid systems.
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4.1. The System Model

We model a grid as a stochastic system. We are given a dag G rep-

resenting a DAGMan input file with jobs and their interdependencies.

We focus on executing the jobs of the dag G (no other dag is executed

together with G). Workers arrive at the server in batches, each worker

requesting one job. The number of workers in a batch is the size of

the batch. The size of a batch is exponentially distributed with mean

μ
BS

. The first batch arrives at time 0, and batch interarrival time is

exponentially distributed with mean μ
BIT

. The running time of a job on

a worker has normal distribution with mean 1 and standard deviation

0.1.

We decided to adopt the batched model for two reasons. We explic-

itly batch requests allowing more than one request for jobs to arrive at

a given time. The batch size follows a distribution, so as to model

variability in the number of idle workers available in the grid over

time. Variability exists in real grid deployments. Moreover, variabil-

ity changes: sometimes variability is low, sometimes it is high. In our

model, the extent of variability is parameterized by μBS . The fact that

we can capture and control the extent of variability through such a sim-

ple model enables the study the influence of variability in “isolation”. A

more comprehensive model that explicitly models a worker temporarily

quitting the computation, job prefetching, and other features of existing

grid deployments is beyond the scope of this paper. Another reason for

conceptually batching request is more pragmatic. One way to design a

server is to make it periodically check for requests. When it checks for
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the kth time, many requests may have accumulated since the (k− 1)th

check. These accumulated requests correspond to a batch.

We consider two scheduling regimens. (a) An oblivious scheduling

algorithm is specified by a total order P on G’s jobs, that is used to

prioritize eligible jobs. When a batch of size b arrives at the server, there

is a certain number e of eligible jobs that have not yet been assigned

to workers. The server selects the min {b, e} jobs that are the smallest

under order P , and assigns those jobs to the requesting workers. When

an oblivious algorithm is instantiated with the order prescribed by the

PRIO schedule (produced by the prio tool), we call the algorithm

PRIO. (b) In contrast, a FIFO scheduling algorithm maintains a FIFO

queue of eligible jobs. When a batch of requests arrives, jobs from

the front of the queue are assigned to the requesting workers; a newly

eligible job is put at the end of the queue.

A basic feature of our simulations is that workers whose requests

are not filled are not rolled over to the next batch arrival. Our ratio-

nale is that these workers may meanwhile be “intercepted” by other

computations.

We consider the PRIO and FIFO scheduling algorithms because

they enable a comparison of two scheduling regimens. Currently, a

widely used dag scheduler for grids, DAGMan [21], follows a FIFO

order when assigning jobs of a dag to workers. The alternative method

studied in this paper sequences jobs using prio, in an attempt to always

keep the number of eligible jobs as large as possible.
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We use three (related) metrics to measure the performance of an

algorithm.

(1) The expected execution time is the mean time until all jobs of G
have been executed. We can informally approximate this expectation

by simulating the execution of G under our stochastic model so as to

measure an execution time, and then compute the average of several

measurements.

(2) The probability of stalling is the probability that, when a batch of

requests arrives, given that there is at least one job that is unexecuted

and unassigned, all eligible jobs have already been assigned. This means

that the server has no new job to assign to any worker at that time, even

though a job will still have to be assigned to a worker. We can informally

approximate this probability in a given simulation by: (a) computing

the number of batches that have arrived until the batch when the last

job was assigned, (b) computing the number of these batches such that

when the batch arrived, every eligible job was already assigned, and

(c) computing the ratio of the latter number to the former number. We

then average the ratios across several simulations.

(3) The expected utilization is the mean of the ratio of the number of

jobs in G, divided by the total number of requests that have arrived

until the batch when the last job was assigned. In other words we

measure the expectation of the quantity “satisfied/requested.” We can

informally approximate the expectation by: (a) computing the total

number of requests in batches that have arrived in a given simulation

until the batch when the last job was assigned, and (b) divide the
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number of jobs in the dag by the total. We then average the result

across several simulations.

We compare PRIO and FIFO using these metrics. Specifically, we

compute the ratio of the expected execution time of a dag G under

the PRIO algorithm over its expected execution time under the FIFO

algorithm. We compute analogous ratios for the probability of stalling

and for the expected utilization.

4.2. Simulation Setup

Recall our assumption that each job runs for 1 unit of time on average.

We select the mean batch interarrival time μBIT as a power of 10

in the range 10−3 ↔ 103, thereby modeling both scenarios wherein

workers arrive relatively frequently compared to the running time of a

job (μBIT = 10−3) and scenarios wherein workers arrive rarely (μBIT =

103). The mean batch size μBS is a power of two in the range 1 ↔ 216,

thereby encompassing the size of a large grid deployment [11, 21]. Our

parameter ranges capture a wide spectrum of load conditions that grid

may encounter.

Given a pair (μBIT , μBS ), we compute ratios of metrics as follow.

We first consider execution time. Let μ
F IF O

and μ
PRIO

be the true mean

execution times of the dag G, under, respectively, the FIFO and the

PRIO scheduling algorithms. Since we are unable to compute the ratio

μPRIO/μF IF O exactly, we determine a 95% confidence interval for the ra-

tio. To that end, we compute an empirical sampling distribution s
PRIO

of μ
PRIO

, by taking p samples of the simulated execution time of G, each
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being the average of q measurements. It is recommended [5] that p be

chosen around 300 and q around 50 for hypothesis testing. We actually

increased q to 300, in order to narrow our confidence intervals. Similarly,

we compute an empirical sampling distribution s
F IF O

of μ
F IF O

. We use

these two distributions to compute an empirical sampling distribution

of the ratio μ
PRIO

/μ
F IF O

. Specifically, we consider every pair (x, y) of

samples from s
PRIO

and s
F IF O

and calculate x/y, thus computing p2

values. Whenever we encounter y = 0, we do not report any confidence

interval. In other cases, we remove the 2.5% smallest and largest values.

The resulting range of values defines a 95% confidence interval for

the ratio. We also compute the mean and the standard deviation of

the empirical sampling distribution of μ
PRIO

/μ
F IF O

. Statistics for the

ratio of expected utilization and the ratio of probability of stalling are

computed in a similar fashion.

4.3. Our Results and Their Explanation

We compare the PRIO and the FIFO algorithms on the four scientific

dags: AIRSN of width 250, Inspiral, SDSS and Montage.

The ratios of performance metrics for the four dags are depicted in

Fig. 6, 7, 8, and 9. Each figure contains three plots depicting ratios of

the three performance metrics; each plot has seven sections separated

by vertical lines; a section shares the same value of μ
BIT

. Within each

section, μBS increases from 20 to 216, left to right. Vertical segments

depict 95% confidence intervals for the ratios of performance metrics;

bold dots denote medians.
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We describe the general trends in our results. When requests arrive

quite frequently (μ
BIT

= 10−3), the algorithms have about the same

performance on all the dags except for SDSS. However, when the arrival

is less frequent (μ
BIT

≥ 10−1), PRIO has some advantage over FIFO

for a certain range of batch size μBS . For a given μ
BIT

, the advantage is

maximized for a certain value of μ
BS

. For AIRSN, that value is about

25; for Inspiral, about 29; for Montage, about 27; for SDSS, about 213.

In particular, for AIRSN when μ
BIT

= 1 and μ
BS

= 24, the median

of the ratio of expected execution time is below 0.85; using PRIO we

obtain a gain of at least 13% in the expected execution time with 95%

confidence. The gains are different for different dags—the strongest are

for AIRSN and the weakest for Montage.

Intuitively, PRIO can perform better than FIFO because of in-

creased parallelism. When there is a large number of eligible jobs, then

upon arrival of a sufficiently large batch of requests, many jobs can be

assigned. As a result, worker utilization can be higher and the chances

that there is no work to assign at all can be lower, compared to the

case when the number of eligible jobs is small. These opportunities are

realized under certain conditions, however. First the dag must have a

shape that allows to keep the number of eligible jobs high. For example,

the AIRSN dag had a shape of an “umbrella with fringes” that enabled

PRIO to keep the number of eligible jobs higher than FIFO across

many steps. Second, batches should not be too big. When every batch

is rather big compared to the size of the dag, then the execution time is

trivially related to the length of a critical path—simply then execution
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Figure 6. Performance gains for PRIO compared to FIFO for AIRSN of width 250.

Line segments represent 95% confidence intervals; bold dots medians. Missing when

the probability was zero.

proceeds step-by-step like a BFS traversal of the dag—irrespective of

a schedule used. This is manifested by the ratios being close to 1

when μBS is close to 216. Third, an equivalent scenario occurs when

batches arrive rather fast compared to how long it takes to execute a

job. This is manifested by ratios being close to 1 when μBIT is 10−2

and 10−3. Fourth, batches cannot be too small, because if they are,

then the execution time is trivially related to the number of jobs in

the dag—simply then execution is similar to a sequential execution on
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Figure 7. Performance gains for Inspiral.

one worker—irrespective of a schedule used. This is manifested by the

ratios being lose to 1 when μBS is.

5. Conclusions

We have presented the design, implementation and integration with

Condor of a scheduling heuristic that prioritizes jobs of any DAGMan

input file. The heuristic attempts to sequence job execution so as to

always keep the number of eligible jobs high, building on earlier the-
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Figure 8. Performance gains for SDSS.

oretical work. We compared the heuristic with the FIFO algorithm

currently used by the DAGMan component of Condor on four scien-

tific dags. We demonstrated through a simulation that under a wide

range of system parameters, with high confidence, our tool improves

performance.

Our experimental results suggest that scheduling computations

to maximize the number of eligible jobs is a promising optimization

objective for Internet-based computing, at least when compared to

FIFO scheduling. It appears from our simulations that when batches
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Figure 9. Performance gains for Montage.

of requests arrive rather often, or when batch sizes are either small or

large, there is little difference in performance between prio-scheduled

computations and FIFO-scheduled computations. However, when batch

sizes are in the medium range, and batches arrive not quite so often—

which is perhaps the more natural scenario in many Internet-based

computing environments, such as grids—our simulations suggest that

prio-scheduled computations exhibit significant performance improve-

ments over FIFO-scheduled computations, for a wide range of system

parameters. This suggests that when the relevant parameters are dif-
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ficult to estimate, it may be advantageous to prioritize jobs using the

prio tool.

More experimentation is needed to evaluate prio and verify the

extent to which the algorithmic techniques of the underlying theory

are practical. In addition to further simulations along the lines of those

reported here, on a broad repertoire of other dags, it is important to test

our ideas within real Internet-based computing environments. Work has

already begun in both directions.
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